HOT ZONE HAPPY HOUR DRINKS

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY FROM 4:30 UNTIL 7:00
SUNDAYS & MONDAYS FROM 4:30 TO MIDNIGHT!!!
IN THE BAR AND LOUNGE ONLY
SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 10 UNTIL MIDNIGHT
IN THE WHOLE JOINT

BLOODY MARYS, CLASSIC MOJITOS & HOUSE MARGARITAS $5
WELL DRINKS $4
ALL TAP BEERS $3.5
RED OR WHITE WINE $3 (we pick it)

MANGO-TINI $6
mango rum, champagne & mango juice

MOSCOW MULE $5
vodka, lime, ginger beer

DONKEY PUNCH $5
passion fruit punch

MAUI WOWIE $6
orange vodka, coconut rum, pineapple & orange juice
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MONDAYS all night in the bar
$5 SHOTS!!
*JAGERMEISTER
*CANTON GINGER
*JAMESON
*GRAND MARNIER
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SHANGHAI WINGS $5
  crispy wings in spicy hoisin scallion sauce

BRAISED PIG WING $4
  petit pork shank braised in mongolian BBQ
  with pickled red onions

FRENCH TOAST OF THE DEAD $3
  with sliced banana and Meyer’s Rum caramel syrup

MAUI CHIPS $2
  taro, sweet potato & plantain chips with harissa

QUESADILLA ABIERTA $4
  open faced with chorizo, pepper jack, black beans, pico and
  jalapeno mayo

SEÑOR ITCHY’S CRAB BALL $1ea
  crab fritter with mango habanero sauce

CUCUMBER AVOCADO ROLL $4
  cucumber, avocado, sushi rice, nori

SAMURAI TUNA ROLL $5
  with spicy sesame tuna and cucumber

Confucius say:
“Not for take out, cheap ass!”

**NO PINCHE SUBSTITUTIONS**
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